
Focus of the week: 

 

Negative numbers 

 
Warm-up: 

‘Learn it’ sheet. Test yourself. Try and improve the time you can complete it, or the amount 

you can do in a certain time. Each day learn one more that you didn’t know before, or improve 

the time it takes you to complete the sheet. 

 

 
 

 

Maths Activity L.O. To increase your understanding of number 

 

Today we are continuing to develop our understanding of negative numbers. Look 

at the Powerpoint and answer the questions. Before finding out which is the 

correct answer, discuss why you think it is correct and the other answers are 

wrong. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Answers to Warn up 

 

 

Year 4 Daily Home Learning Planner 
  Tuesday 9th March 



Literacy 

Daily Spelling Practice 
Choose 3 words from the word list to practise spelling.  When you are confident with the 

words you have chosen, ask your grown up to test you, then choose three more for next 

time. 

 

 

Year 3 and 4 High Frequency Word list 

 

 
above across almost along also always 

animals any around asked baby balloon 

before began below better between birthda

y 

both brother brought can’t change children 

clothes coming didn’t different does don’t 

during earth every eyes father first 

follow following found friends garden goes 

gone great half happy head heard 

high I’m important inside knew know 

lady leave light might money mother 

morning much near never number often 

only opened other outside own paper 

place right round second show sister 

small something sometime

s 

sound started still 

stopped such suddenly sure swimming think 

those thought through today together told 

try tries turn turned under until 

upon used walk walked walking watch 

where while white whole why window 

without woken woke word work world 

write year young    

 

Test yourself on all the words you have learnt this term. How many can you 

remember? 

 



Literacy Activity L.O. To use more adventurous vocabulary. 

 Making our writing more interesting, we need to use a thesaurus. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A thesaurus gives you examples of lots of words you can use, which stops you 

repeating the same boring words. It also gives the reader a better ‘picture’ of 

what you are trying to say. 

Today we will find other words for walk. This is used all of the time and yet it 

gives the reader a very limited picture of how the character is moving. Let’s 

investigate all the other fabulous ways we can describe someone moving. 

other words rather than use walk - Bing 

If someone is moving slowly you could use:  

stroll, saunter, amble ,wend one's way, trudge ,plod, hike, tramp, trek , 

Can you think of words for someone is moving fast? 

Look at the other list of words 

How many words can you find instead of using the word ‘walked’? 

Write a list of words. 

Then write 3 sentences using different words for walk. 

Challenge: Complete the work sheet on powerful verbs for -walk. 

https://www.bing.com/search?q=other+words+rather+than+use+walk&cvid=a9072a4497914f5a88709f263eb00500&FORM=ANAB01&PC=U531
https://www.bing.com/search?q=define+stroll&FORM=DCTRQY
https://www.bing.com/search?q=define+stroll&FORM=DCTRQY
https://www.bing.com/search?q=define+saunter&FORM=DCTRQY
https://www.bing.com/search?q=define+amble&FORM=DCTRQY
https://www.bing.com/search?q=define+trudge&FORM=DCTRQY
https://www.bing.com/search?q=define+plod&FORM=DCTRQY
https://www.bing.com/search?q=define+hike&FORM=DCTRQY
https://www.bing.com/search?q=define+tramp&FORM=DCTRQY
https://www.bing.com/search?q=define+trek&FORM=DCTRQY


. 

 

 

Welsh Activity 

 

 Activity L.O.  To write using familiar vocabulary. 
 

You have worked so hard on Welsh. Da iawn. 

Let’s see if we can put it all together in a piece of writing. 

Using the familiar sentences that we have learnt, write a simple paragraph. 

For example: 

Bore da. 

Miss Davis ydwi. 

Beth wyt ti’n hoffi?  Dw i’n hoffi sport. Fy hoff rugbi achos mae great ond dw i 

ddim yn hoffi pel drod achos mae twp. 

 

I did use an English word. I could have looked it up in a dictionary -chwaraeon, 

but if you haven’t got access to a Welsh dictionary, you can write the odd word 

in English. 

Or you could write a paragraph using the past tense. 

For example: 

Helo, 

Miss Davis ydw i. 

Ble est ti dydd Sadwrn? 

Es i i parc dydd Sadwrn. Gwelais i Mrs Bawler. 

Ces i amser gret. 

Roedd yn bendigedig. 


